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NASA DRYDEN FLIGHT LOADS RESEARCH FACILITY

Waiter J. Seflc

Dryden Flight Research Facility
Ames Research Center

INTROb_TION

The requirement to measure flight loads on aircraft flying at supersonic
and hypersonic speeds led to the construction of a facility for callbrating
strain gage installationsto measure loads in an elevated temperature
environment (ref. I). Measuring loads in an elevated temperature environment
with strain gages (refs. 2 and 3) requires the ability to heat and load
aircraft under simulated flight conditions.

This paper describes the Flight Loads Research Facility (FLRF) at tl,e
NASA Oryden Flight Research Facility at Edwards, California, The Flight Loads
Research Facility has the ability to test structural components and complete
vehicles under the combined effects of loads and temperatures, and to cali-
brate and evaluate flight load instrumentationunder the conditions expected
in flight, lhe labov'atorvprovides close support of flight-to-flightprogram
planning by permitting structural-integritytesting, instrumentation calibra-
tions, ground vibration tests, and the analysis of unexpected problems encoun-
tered in the course of exploratery flights.

SYMBOLS

C acquired transducer output, data counts

CI initial (ambient) transducer output, data counts

EU calculated engineering unit value

EUI engineering unit value when C = CI

AEU , engineering unit value when C = 0EUo = EUI - _ CI

AEU
"A-_ change in transducer engineering unit output associated with unit

change in transducer data count output, calculated by the callbra-
tlon program

Kl, K2 calculated control parameters

Pn rate multiplier power level commnd for nth control period,
0 to 63
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ii
multiplier input pulse rate, pulses/sec

R rate

Tn feedback thermocouple output at the end of the nth control perioa,
data counts

T desired feedback thermocouple output at the end of the nth control
n period, data counts

TO initial feedback thermocouple output, data counts

tn time at the end of the nth control period, sec

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Facility (fig. i) is located in a hangar-type structure with a small
shop and office area attached to one end to accommodate the operations staff.
It is located adjacent to Rogers Dry Lake and is connected to the dry lake and
the Edwards Air Force Base runways by a ramp and taxiway. A 929-square-meter
(lO,O00-square-foot)storage area is attached to one side for the storage of
equipment and supplies.

Hangar Test Area

Figure 2 is a sketch of the building layout. The hangar-door opening
is 12.2 meters (40 feet) high and 41.6 meters (136 feet) wide Additional
access to the test area from the exterior is provided by personnel doors and
an equipment door, Access to the test area from the shop area is provided by
two equipment doors. The unobstructed test area is 41.5 meters (150 feet)
long, 36.5 meters (120 feet) wide, and 12.2 meters (40 feet) high. There are
18 tiedown slots spaced 1.8 meters (5 feet) apart, 7 instrument wire trenches,
8 electrical power trenches, and 5 trenches for the distribution of shop air
and hydraulic power,

The cross-sectional dimensions of the trenches are 25.4 centimeters (10
inches) by 30.5 centimeters (12 inches). The mechanical trenches distribute
hydraulic power, water, and compressed air to the test area. The maximum load
capability of the tiedown slots is 67,000 newtons (15,000 pounds) of uplift
every 0,6 meter (2 feet), Figure 3 shows a sketch of a typical tiedown slot. i
A 44,000-newton (5-ton) overhead crane services the entire hangar test area. I
Figure 4 is a photograph showing a portion of the interior of the hangar test !
area.

Control Room

The control room (fig. 5), which contains the data acquisition system and
the control systems for the heating and loading equipment, is on the second
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floor. Two observation windows 3.4 meters (ii feet) wide and 1.2 meters (4
Feet) high and a closed-circuit television system are provided for visually
monitoring the hangar test area. lhe television system has three cameras
which can be positioned in the hanga, test area. One can be controlled re-
motely from the control room for tilt, pan, elevation, focus, and zoom.
There is two-channel intercommunicationsystem between the control room and
the 12 sites of the data acquisition _ystem in the hangar test area.

Power Distribution

Twenty megawatts of 480-volt, three-phase bO-cycle power are available
for distribution to 512 power control channels. Approximately 2.3 megawatts
of 480-volt, three-phase 60-cycle power are available for distribution to 24
analog phase control ignition power regulators. The electrical power substation
is locaced adjacent to the hangar test area, as indicated in figure 2.

Hydraulic power consists of a O.63-1iter-per-second(10-gallon perminute)
supply operated at 20.l meganewtons per square meter (3000 pounds per square
inch). Compressed air is supplied by a 93,200-watt (125-horsepower)compressor
capable of delivering 0.598 cubic meter per second (845 cubic feet per minute)
at 413.7 kilonewtons pew"square meter (60 pounds per square inch).

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION AND CAPABILITIES

The following outline lists the major pieces of equipment used to accom-
plish various tasks. Later sections of the report describe in detail the
configuration and capability of each item of equipment.

• Data acquisition system (1000 channels at 10 samples/channel/sec.)

• Digital thermal load control system (512 channels)

• Analog thermal load control system (28 _,,annels)

• Analog electrohydraulic load control system (28 channels)

• Air operated hydraulic loading system (2 channels)

• Ground vibration test system (4 channels)

• Universal testing machines (3 channels)

• Ovens (7)

• Communication system

• Moment of inertia equipment

• Shop equipment

3
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• Liquid nitrogen (2 tanls) •

• Structural erector set

Data Acquisition and Digital Thermal Load Control System

The laboratory data acquisition system is an addressable, gain-programmable,
self-calibrating system. The sampling and analog input sensitivity of each
data channel are computer commanded.

Figure 6 shows the salient features of the laboratory data acquisition I|!'

and control system (DACS). A digital computer is the central part of the
system, The computer is a 16-bit integer-arithmeticprocessor with 32,768
words of memory and a memory cycle time of 750 nanoseconds, In addition to
standard input/output capability, the computer has eight direct memory access
controllers that allow the efficient input or output of large blocks of data.
A number of computer peripherals not shown in the figure are listed below.

• Acquisition site calibration control

• Acquisition site interface

• Acquisition sites (10)

• Card reader

• Graphics display

• Digital computer

• Digital input/outputcontroller

• Digitally programmable oscillator

• Digital power controllers (29)

• Digital-to-analogoutputs (48)

• Fixed-head disk

• IRIG B time code reader

• Line printer

• Magnetic tape controllers (2)

• Magnetic tape units (3)

4
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• Operator control console

• • Paper tape reader/punch

• Rate multipliers (512)

• Teletypewriters (2)

• Television-compatiblealphanumeric display

• 5trip chart recorders (24 channels)

Acquisition sites. - The hardware necessary to condition, calibrate,
sample, amplify, and perform the analog-to-digital conversion of transducer
output exists in 10 data acquisition sites, each of which accommodates 100
transducers. The sites are placed near the test specimen to minimize the
length of the low level signal lines. The data acquisiti,;nsites communicate i
with the computer through an acquisition site/computer interface in the control
room.

The data acquisition sites (fig. 7) receive sampling commands containing
channel and gain information from the acquisition site interface. Nominal low
level input sensitivities are ±5 millivo]ts, ±10 millivolts, ±20 millivolts,
±40 millivolts, and ±80 millivolts full scale. The high level channel input
range is fixed at 0 volt to 4 volts full scale. Low level transducer signals
are conditioned and multiplexed into the data amplifier, where they are ampli-
fied according to the gain commanded. The amplifier output, or the output of
the high level multiplexer, is converted to 12-bit binary data by the analog-
to-digital converter and sent to the acquisition site interface.

The data acquisition sites also contain the calibration circuitry neces-
sary to calibrate and verify the proper operation of the transducer/ data
channel combination. A voltage substitution calibrator is used to substitute
0 millivolt, ±4 millivolts, ±8 millivolts, ±16 millivolts, ±32 millivolts, and
±64 millivolts for the transducer signals. In addition, the signal condition-
ing for each channel contains relays for imposing transducer calibrations,
disconnecting the transducer excitation voltage, and shorting the signal
conditioning input connections. Calibration signals can be imposed throuqh
local control switches, or they can be commanded by the computer.

Acquisition interface. - The acquisition site interface (fig. B) performs
a number_)f functions, Data channel sampling rate is controlled by the computer

_. through a programmable oscillator. The sampling command for each data channel
_ is sent to the interface by the computer. The acquisition interface identifies
_ the site to be sampled and sends it channel and input sensitivity, or gain,
i information. The gain is stored in the interface so it can be used to scale

the returning data from the commanded channel.

A data channel can produce nonzero digital data when its analog input is
'_ 0 volt. This bias, called zero offset, is used to correct the'data. In :
._ addition to sampling commands, the computer sends the interface a zero offset I.

5
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correction for each sampled channel. The interface adds this correction to
the transducer output data, which have been previously scaled, and se.ds the
sum to the computer. Thus, the data arriving at the computer appear as though
they had been sampled on a single gain and accurately zeroed. The data can be
used for temperature control or display calculations without further correction.

The data acquisition site interface also performs two checks on the
validity of the data. If the data are off-scale because of analog-to-digital
converter saturation or offset adder overflow, the interface informs the
computer via a priority interrupt. The data acquisition program then decreases
the input sensitivity of the off-scale data channel in orde_ to reestablish
data validity.

The origin of the data is identified only by the order of the data channel
sampling commands. Therefore, if synchronism is lost between the sampling
commands and the data, the identity of the data is lost. The data acquisition
site interface contains the logic to detect this condition and inform the data
acquisition program for corrective action.

Digital temperature control equipment. - Each power contral channel
consists of a rate muitiplier, a power controller, and a zone heater. The
function of the rate multiplier (fig. 9) is to provide digital control of the
power supplied to the radiant heater. To accomplish this, the rate multiplier
commands the power controller to conduct or block the conduction of complete
480 Vac power line cycles to the heater. The 60-hertz power line frequency is
divided by a 63:1 binary counter. The outputs of the counter stages are
logically ANDed with the contents of the 6-bit power command register_ which
contains the computer-supp|iedpower level comm_nd. The results of the ANDing
are logically ORed to produce power controller firing commands.

The power level command, which can be any number from 0 to 63, can be
thought of as the numerator of a fraction that has a denominator of 63. This
fraction multiplies the power line cycle rate (fig. 10). If, for example, the
power level command is 1, the multiplier issues one firing command per 63
power line cycle_; if the level commanded is 63, the rate multiplier issues a
firing command for every power line cycle. The rate multiplier design is such
that the firing command pulse stream produced for a given power level command
is as nearly periodic as possible.

The rate multipliers have an automatic test capability. The computer can
command a given power level, send pulses to the binary counter, and count the
number of resulting firing commands to check the operation of the rate multi-
plier. The testing can be performed without applying power to the zone heaters.
In addition, each rate multiplier compares the firing commands it generates

; with firing occurrence signals from its power controller. If the power con-
troller is conducting more or fewer power cycles than commanded an error

+ indication is sent to the computer. Finally, the flow of power level commands
to the rate multipliers is monitored by a watchdog timer. If the flow of
commands from the computer stops for more than 1,5 seconds, the watchdog

i terminates the application of power to all the heaters. This minimizes the

i possibility of test specimen damage due to computer failure.
!

i
Z
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The power controllers (fig. 11) conduct one power line cycle for each
rate multiplier command. To minimize electromagnetic Interference in the data

: acquisition system, conduction is begun as the power line voltage passes
through 0 (zero crossover). The power controllers are arranged in groups of
18 controllers per cabinet. The controllers in any given cabinet are connected,
six per phase, to three-phase 480 Vac through a common circuit breaker. The
circuit breakers can be opened from the control room either manually or under

_', the computer control. A lault detection circuit was built into each power
controller to sense leakage currents between heaters or between a heater and
electrical ground, identify the power controller involved, and open the circuit
breaker of the affected power controller cabinet. External equipment not

: shown in figure 6 signals the computer if any breaker opens. If any breaker
opens, all breakers will open simultaneously.

Operator controls and displays. The DAC5 is manually controlled throbgh
an operator console, which interfaces with the computer through a digital
input/output unit. The console consists of pushbutton, thumb wheel, and
rotary switches, the functions of which are completely determined by computer
software. Using the console, the operator can control programs to calibrate
the data acquisition system, acquire and record data, control temperature,
play back previously recorded data, and display acquired data.

Two display devices are used during laboratory heating tests: a television-
compatible alphanumeric display and a computer graphics terminal. The television
system is used for a real time engineering units display of acquired data.
Temperature control system performance is displayed on the computer graphics
screen. Post-simulation-reduceddata are output on a line printer. Reference
4 describes the use of the displays for heating tests of the YF-12A airplane.

Data acquisition and control s_stem programs. - The DACS equipment allows
great flexibility of test configuration. Test parameters, such as the number

and types of data channels, the data sampling and recording rates and the
number of temperature control channels, are dictated by test objectives, i
Consequently, DACS programs were written to incorporate the same degree of )
flexibility as provided by the equipment.

To simplify programming, as well as debugging and program modification, a
modular approach was taken. That is, DACS operation was broken down into

functions, such as data acquisition, temperature control, and display. A
separate program was written for each function. The execution of the programs

; was coordinated by a real time executive system.

Real time executive system: All the programs ti_atoperate the DACS
-" equipment are under the supervision of a real time multiprogramming executive

system. The executive system allows the orderly scheduling, initiation,
interaction, input/output,and termination of DACS programs required for
acquisition and control. Background operations, such as assembling, debugging.
and executing programs not directly associated with real time functions, are
also controlled by the executive system.
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Executive system components, as well as the prngram_ that operate under
the control of the executive system, are stored on a fixed head disk file.
They can be loaded into the computer and executed when needed.

Setup program: The setup program is used to input test specifications
via the system's card reader and convert them to suitable form for the other
system programs. The number and sequence of data channels, the channel input
sensitivities, the types of transducers connected to the data channel inputs,
the correlation between data and control channels, and the display channel
assignments are established by the setup program. For transducers with indi-
vidual sensitivities, the setup program accepts values for the transducer
engineering unit outputs that correspond to initial test conditions and trans-
ducer standardization signals. The setup parameters are then converted to
specific table formats and stored on the fixed head disk _ile for use by other
system programs.

Calibration program: The calibration program provides zero data to
cancel channel input offsets, calibrates channel input sensitivity, provides
transducer standardizations (such as strain gage shunt calibrations), and
checks the operation of the transducer/datachannel combination. The program
applies known inputs or changes in inputs by activating calibration relays in
the data acquisition sites. The data channels are then sampled to obtain
channel calibration data. All calibration data are stored on the fixed head

disk for later transfer to magnetic output tape, as well as for use by other
DACS software programs.

Channel offsets are determined by substituting 0 millivolt for the normal
transducer signal for all channel input sensitivities. The resulting digital
data are then negated to be used by the offset adder in the acquisition site
interface. Voltage substitution calibration data are also used to obtain
channel input sensitivities and to v rify the linearity of the analog-to-digital
conversion processes.

For appropriate transducers, the calibration program uses transducer
standardizationdata and engineering unit conversion factors to calculate
constants for real time display purposes. The constants calculated are
AEU AEU

and EU0 = EUI - _ CI. The real tim_ engineering unit display
_ _EU

calculation then reduces to EU - _ C + EUO. Display constants are stored on

the fixed head disk for use by the display program.

The calibration program performs several checks on the operation of the
transducer/datachannel combination. Voltage substitution calibration data
are compared with the expected values to determine whether channel zero adjust-
ments are within reasonable limits and whether channel gain adjustments are
within 0.2 percent of the nominal values. Amplifier input short and transducer
excitation defeat calibrations, in conjunction wlth O-millivolt substitution
calibrations, are used to detect data acquisition channpl noise. In addition,
the operation of the open control thermocouple protection circuit is checked.
Finally, the callb_ttions for those channels that should have valid transducer
calibrations are checked.

8
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Acquisition program: The acquisit;on program uses scan sequence and gain
information provided by the setup program and zero offset data supplied by the
calibration program to acquire corrected transducer data from the acquisition
channels, block the data into records, and record scan data on magnetic tape.
Data scans are double buffered so that scanning can occur at the same time e:
data recording, data display, and temperature control. The acquisitien pr__'
uses operator console inputs to initiate and terminate data recording on
magnetic tape. Wnen recording is initiated, calibration data are copied ,'_to
magnetic tape from the system disk file. Then test data scans are recorf]ed
until the operator terminates data sampling, data recording, or both.

Data sampling and recording rates are also controlled by the acquisition
program through operator console inputs. Data were sampled at 10 scans per
second and recorded once per second for the YF-12A heating tests (ref. 4).

If an off-scale interrupt is sent from the acquisition interface, the
program determines which channel caused the interrupt, decreases the channel
input sensitivity, and obtains a zero offset correction for that channel at
the new sensitivity from the fixed head disk. Thus, data channels can be
sampled at sensitivities high enough to insure adequate resolution while
maintaining sufficient range to cope with unexpected transducer outputs.

The loss of multiplexer synchronism is also indicated to the acquisition
program by a priority interrupt from the acquisition interface. The program
responds to this condition by halting the acquisition process, invalidating
the affected acquisition _can, and re*initializingacquisition to restore
proper acquisition channel identificatiun.

Temperature control program: The temperature control program regulates
the power supplied te each control zone heater to cause feedback thermocouple
data supplied by the acquisition program to follow setpoint data from a mag-
netic tape (ref. 4).

The control tape contains time histories of desired feedback and monitors
thermocouple data converted to data acquisition system counts. Each record on
the control tape consists of elapsed time simulation data as well as the
desired temperatures for that time point. The control program reads these
records as required and linearly interpolates between time points to arrive at
desired temperatures for actual elapsed simulation times. Interpolation
reduces the number of control tape records to those required to adequately
describe the desired temperature profiles, thereby minimizing co_q_uterinput/
output overhead.

Another advantage nf the interpolationscheme is the simplification of
simulation startup. Generally, the temperatures desired at the beginning of
simulation are not the same as ambient feedback temperatures. Therefore, it
is necessary to raise (or lower) control/feedback temperatures to profile
starting values without causing undesirable temperature gradients in the test

9
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specimen. The control program accomplished this b_ linearly raising
each feedback temperature from ambient to its profile starting value. I
The duration of the temperature rise is calculated so that the maximum
temperatt_rerise rate for any control zone is 0.19 K per second (0.33° F
per second), an arbitrary value low enough to prevent serious temperature
gradienLs in most air_:raftstructures. Desired control temperatures are
calculated by interpolating the measured ambient temperatures and the
initial desired temperatures for the duration of the temperature rise.

Because of the magnitude of the YF-12A heating test, it was necessary
to develop a simple, reliable method of temperature control. To eliminate
the manual tuning associated with conventional analog controllers, and to
avoid the test iterations required by the technique used in the Concorde
radiant heating tests (ref. 5), an adaptive control scheme was used. The
control of each heating zone was based on a model of the heating process
for that zone. This model was adjusted on the bas:_ of actual zone
performance.

The following equation was the model used in the heating of the
YF-12A airplane:

Tn - Tn_1
= + K2 T - TO (1)

Pn K1 tn - tn_I n

where P represents the power applied to the zone by the radiant heatersn

and the first and _econd terms on the right side of the equation represent
energy storage and loss rates for the heated zone. Note that, in contrast
to conventional closed loop control methods, the equation does not use
control error. Thus, the control program does not calculate control
errors.

The control program used the control equation (eq. (1)) to command
the application of power to each zone heater for discrete periods of
time. The power level to be applied was calculated at the beginning of
each 1-second period by using the current feedback data value, the
temperature data desired at the end of the control period, the current

values of KI and K2, and the initial value of feedback thermocouple

output. Thus, the control equation became:
A A

Tn+1 - Tn
Pn+l K1 - + K2 " TO

= in+ 1 t n Tn+l

1Fnr the YF-12A heating tests, aircraft skln temperatures for the
portion of flight chosen for simHJ]ationwere above laboratory _ient
temperatures. Otherwise, it would have been necessary to precoo] the
ai_lane, as per the simulation discussed in reference 3.

I0
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Every 8 seconds, the parameters K1 and K2 were simultaneously calculated

by submitting actual power levels and feedback temperature oata fur the two

different times t and tn_8 into equation (1).n

It was impossible for the simultaneous equations to be linearly aependent,

or so nearly d_pendent that the calculation of K1 and K2 was adversely affected
by the data system noise. In addition, the rates of temperature change in
these equations were particularly susceptible to errors due to nuisy feedback , .
data. Therefore, it was necessary to verify that calculated rates of tempera-
ture change wsre valid, that the denominator used in the simultaneous solution

/Tn-8- TR..9_. . To)(_nn- Tn-l_(Tn- To)\t-'__ 8 t-"__g] ('n-8 t-'__l]

was not zero, and that the calculated values of K1 and K2 were reasonable.
If the control parameter calculation did not meet these criteria, the new

values of K1 and K2 were discarded and the old values were retained.

Equation (1) is, admittedly, a crude approximation ot the actual heating
process. The rate at which energy is stored in the heated zone depends, for
example, not only on the rate of change of feedback therF "ouple temperature,
but also on the temperature distribution throughout the zone. Nevertheless, I

acceptable control is possible, since the parameters K1 and K2 are assumed .: I
be functions of unmeasured control variables, and are adjusted often enough to
account for changes in those variables.

The control program, in addition to being initiated or terminated by
operator console switch inputs, can also be placed in a hold condition from
the conso1_. Simulation profile elapsed tingeand desired temperatures remain
constant while control is maintained for the duration of the hold _ondition.

Display program: The display program utilizes data provided by the
setup, calibration, acquisition, and control programs. These data are used to
generate a real time alphanumeric data display and a control error display for
operator information. The display program also monitors temperature control
errors and terminate_ the simulation if errors exceed predetermined values.

The alphanumeric data display is capable of displaying up to 10 data
acquisition channels in engineering units, raw counts, or counts normalized to
calibrate. Channels to be displayed are assigned through the setup progra_ or

_ through the operator cm_sole.

The alphanumeric display _Iso provides test personnel with information
related to acquisition and control conditions. Acquisition par_ters, such t
as run identification,elapsed time, scan rate, and scan recording rate, are j

. displayed. Control profile elapsed tt_e, h_ld elapsed time, and assigned i
maximum allowable power level command are also pk'ov!oed as operator information.
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Monitoring the performance ef the large number of control channels, as in
the YF-12A heating simulation, makes it necessary to have a display that pro-
vides enough information to check the operation of the control system without
overwhelming the observer with irrelevant data. Fo meet this requirement, the
display program calculates and displays control errors in analog form for all
control channels, and identifies only those channels with significant error_.
This provides a concise, straightforward aisplay.

Figure 12 shows the control error display during the laboratory test of a
YF-12A airplane duplicating Mach 3 heating simulation. Each control channel
is represented by a dot with a vertical displacement from a zero error line
that is proportional to control error. The two horizontal l'nes at the center
of the screen divide the display into two groups of error channels, and the
vertical partitions with two-letter codes identify the locations on the airplane
of groups of control thermocouples.Each division on the left vertical axis
represents a 5.6 K (10° F) error. The horizontal dashed lines in figure 12
represent error alarm thresholds. Any control channel with a positive or neg-
ative error greater than a predetermined value is listed on the ]eft margin of
the display.

Analog Electrohydraulicand Thermal Load Control Systems

Figure 13 is a block diagram of the hydraulic and thermal load control
systems. These systems have the capability of loading and heating test _peci-
,henssimultaneouslyby following programs of load and temperature. The hy-
draulic and thermal load control systen,sare programmed by the same type of
function generator and by similar controllers. Both the function generators
ahi the hydraulic and thermal load controllers described in this section are
analog devices that are independent of the DACS.

The function generator, as used for loading, is a device that enables the
user to program the load applied to a specimen as a %nction of time. This is
accomplished by plotting the desired load time history on a sheet of metallic
graph paper, attaching the graph to a drum, and inserting the drum into the
function generator. After the system is energized, the drum turns, and a
servo-controlledprobe follows the curve, driving an actuator as required to
maintain the load indicated by the graph. The actuator loads the test specimen
through a load cell which feeds a signal back to the load controller, thus
completing the servo loop. In a similar way, temperature is programmed by the
function generator, which drives a temperature controller and varies the
voltage level to the lamps as required to maintain the temperature indicated
by the graph. A thermocouple at the control point feeds a signal back to the
temperature controller to complete the servo loop.

The function generators used are adjustable to provide time bases from
1.69 centimeters per second (2.40 inches per hour) to 0.00265 centimeter per
second (3.75 inches per hour) with an accuracy and repeatability within 1
percent of elapsed time. The performance characteristics of the function
generators are as follows:

12
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• Maximum probe-following rate is 17.8 centimeters per second
(7 inches per second).

• Static positional accuracy and repeatability ot the probe is 0.1
percent of full scale.

• Dynamic positional accuracy of the probe is 1.0 percent at
maximum probe-following rate.

• Set point or manual operation can be performed.

Electrohydraulic loadin9 system (analog). - The hydraulic loading system
consists of 28 channels of closed loop load or position control with function
generators of the type described in the preceding section. Ninety-eight
actuators are available for use with this system. The configuration and
physical characteristicsof the hydraulic actuators are presented in table I.
Hydraulic power is supplied to the actuators through a flexible high-pressure
hose which connects the actuator to hydraulic pressure and return lines located
in the floor trenches. •

The hydraulic loading system has fail-safe provisions, as shown in figure
14. A first precaution is to limit the hydraulic pressure to permit the
actuator to apply only the required load. A second protective device is a
limit switch, which can cause one of two preselected ewnts: indicate only or
lock and dump. For a lock and dump situation, the lock valves close (prevent-
ing flow into the actuator) and the dump valves open (releasing pressure from
both sides of the actuator), relieving the applied load. A third device is an
error-detection system which senses the error between feedback and command.
If the error exceeds a predetermined amount, the system will cause one of the
two preselected events mentioned previously: indicate only or lock and dump.
A fourth protection is a load limit detection system which senses a preselected
load limit and causes the system to indicate or lock and dump. Hydraulic
pressure regulators are also available for each chanr,el.

Thermal loading system (analog). - The available programmed analog heating
equipment consists of 24 power control channels plus two portable three-channel
units. Significant overloads can be tolerated for short periods of time.
Twenty-four channels have a power capability of 100 kilowatts per channel and
can be programmed from four function generators as described in a preceding
section. Six channels are portable units and can be used wherever 480-volt
power is available; three of these channels have a capability of 200 kilowatts
per channel. Electrical power is connected to the lamps by flexible cable

'+ with high-temperature insulation. The cables to the lamps are routed through
floor trenches.

+ The primary protective or fail-safe capability used with the analog
heating equipment is a voltage-limiting system which enables the operator to
limit the voltage applied to the heat lamps for each channel control. To use
this system effectively it is necessary to know the amount of power needed to

._, achieve the heating rates and temperature levels required by the tests. Once

Ik
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this into,'mationis known, it is nece.,,saryto limit the power applied to each
channel to avoid exceeding tho:,e v,_lue_.

Heat i.,, nt_rmally applied to the specimen throu(lh the use of infrared
quartz lamps, which are available in various lengths from 12.1 centimeters
(5 inch,.,) to 81.3 centimeters (32 inches) (lighted lenqths). Reflector
arrangements are readily adaptable to individual requirements for heatin(j

,)

rates in the range from 0 to L.13 MW/m'_-sec (100 Btu/ft2-sec) and tempera-
tures up to |_)2;; K (t000 ° F). lypi(:al heating test..,, are described in refer-
ellCe._._and 4.

Air Operated Hydraulic Loading System

Two portable manually vontv'olled air operated hydraulic loading syst.en,s .
are available t_v" u_,e with the actuators listed in table 1. figure 15 is a
schematic on the opev'ation of these systems, lhe pressure and flow capab|ll-
ties are ._hownin fi(lure16. Ihese unit_ are operiloop manually operated de-
vices and do not have the tail-safe provisions described above except, for pres-
s_v'e v'equlation,

Ground Vibration Test. System

lhe capability of the ground vibv'ation test system may be summarized
as follows"

• lhe fouv'-channeldynamic analysis and test system (DAIS) has the
ability tu determine the modal characteristics of vehiclps during
ground tests while providing vibration control for shake-s ut|lizing
a closed loop digital controller.

• fo,Jr-channelshaker capabilit.y: two 222-newton (50-pourd) shakers
ai_dtwo 66}-newton (150-pound) shakers

• fen channels of accelerometers

• fen channel display ot signal root-mean-squarevoltage

• Eight-channel strip chart

• Eight oscilloscope channels

• Single-channel frequency sweep oscillator control

• Single-channel frequency counter

• Six-channel tracking filter capablllty (selectable ban@wldths
of I Ht, 2 Hz, and 5 HI)

• 5ingle-channel co-quad analyzer
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• Nine-channel tape recorJer

• Six channels of X-Y plotting capability

• Impulse hammer

Universal Testing Machines

The Facility has three universal testing machines. Two of the machines
are closed loop electrohydraulic machines with digital engineering unit dis-
plays and an X-Y recorder. Figure 17 is a photograph of these 444,822--newton
(lO0,O00-pound)machines. [he third machine is a screw-power machine with a
mechanical load display, lhe capacity of each machine is as follows:

Capacity, TypeN (!b)

444,822 (I00,000) Electrohydraulic,closed loop
44,482 (10,000) Electrohydraulic,closed loop
II,121 (2,500) Mechanical screw power

Ovens

The Facility has seven ovens (fig. 18) with the capabilities described in
table 2. Six of the ovens are of the noncycling type and are manually set,to
hold a temperature within their temperature range (items 2, 4, and 5 in table
2). One oven (item 3) is a cycling oven which can be cycled from -73° C to
3L6° C (-100° F to 600° F) utilizing liquid nitrogen.

Communication System

The Flight Loads Research Facility closed circuit television system (CCTS)
permits the operator of the analog load control system to view hydraulic Jacks
and also enables test personnel to monitor tests from the FLRF control room
that would otherwise be obstructed from the viewing window,

The current CCTS consists of three transistorized vidicon cameras. Two

of the cameras are stationary and have fixed focus lenses. The third camera
is equipped with a motorized zoom lens. The motorized camera has a range of
focal length_ from 15 millimeters to II0 millimeters, with a focusing range of
12 meters (39 feet) to infinity. A pan and tilt unit enables the camera and
zoom lens assembly to be positioned by remote control from the FLRF control _i
room. The pan portion permits the camera assembly to turn horizontally through
350°, with easy adjustments to limit movements to smaller angles. The tilt iportion permits tilt movements of t90° from the level position. The camera/
tilt, pan assembly is mounted on a stand that allows a vertical height movement

15
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of up to 3.4 meters (11 feet). The camera and stand assembly can be roiled
anywhere in the hangar test area. Signals from the camera are v'outedto the
FLRF control room by cables in the hangar floor trenches.

Television monitors receive signals from the camer_ as well as from the
computer control system. These signals can be monitored on six black and
white television monitors: four with 33-centimeter (13-inch) screens and four
with 20.3-centimeter (8-inch) screens. The four monitors are located in a
monitor console rack located in the FLRF control room. One of the 33-centimeter

(13-inch) monitors is located in the FLRF control room, and the remaining
33-centimeter (13-inch) monitors are located in the hangar test area. The
CCTS has the capability of splitting, fading, and superimposing the incoming
video signals from the cameras or from the computer/camera combination.

Moment of Inertia Equipment

lhe moment of inertia equipment available for use in the FLRF consists of
the following:

• Calibrated springs (table 3)

• Three-axis rate gyro package (40 deg/sec)

• [ransit and level

• Strip chart recorder

Figure 19 shows a typical moment of inev'tiatest being conducted
on the PA-30 aircraft.

Shop Equipment

The major items of shop equipment are summarized in the table below. The
numerically controlled punch machine can be utilized to punch holes in reflector
materials for lamp support and reflector supports. One drill press is a large
radial arm device c_pabie of drilling large holes in structural steel (fig.
20).

Type of equipment Quantity

Numerically controlled punch machine I
Lathe 2
Milling machine I
Drill press 3
Lapping machine I
Welders 3
Belt sanders 2
Bandsaws 2

16
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Liquid Nitrogen

Liquid nitrogen (LN2) is utilized in the FLRF to cool test structures

below ambient conditions. Two storage tanks are available; the smaller
one is shown in figure 9. The tanks have the following capacities:

lank Capacity, Flow rate, Pressure,

l (gal) I/sec (gal/min) kN/m2 (Ib/in2)

1 3,785 (1,000) 0 to 1.89 (0 to 30) i 0 to 1724 (0 to 250)
2 15,140 (4,000) 0 to 25.23 (0 to 400) 0 to 379 (0 to 55)

.................................. i

Structural Erector Set

The Facility has an erector set made up of steel and aluminum channels
of various sizes including fittings. The erector set can be used to construct
structural fixtures to suit various test configurations. Table 4 is a ]isting
of the available sizes of channels.

INSTRUMENTATION

Most of the transducers available for use in the facility are strain
gage, thermocouple, load cell, and position transducers.

Strain Gages

A strain gage laboratory within the Facility provides the capability
for installing and testing strain gages under environmental conditions of
heat and load. Various types of strain gages, including those requiring
welded and flame-spray attachments, can be installed. Thermocouples can
also be installed in the strain gage laboratory. Typica|ly the
thermocouples used are spot welded ChromeI-AIumel.

Load Cells

The configuration and physical characteristics of the load cells
available in the facility are presented in table 5.

Aircraft Weighing Kits

Six standard self-contained aircraft weighing kits with the capacities
shown in table 6 are available.
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Displacement Transducers

One hundred and thirty-two potentiometric displacement transducers with
the specifications shown in table 7 are available.

Twenty-four dial-gage displacement-measuringdevices are also available,
with ranges varying from 0.096 centimeter (3/8 inch) to 10.16 centimeters
(4 inches), i

I
f

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The NASA Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility provides the capability
for both loading and heating flight structures under controlled conditions and
simultaneouslyacquiring data from a large number of sensors. It is particular-
ly well suited for installing and calibrating strain gage installations for
in-flight structural loads measurements and for the application of structural
proof-test loads in support of flight safety when the simulation of aerodynamic
heating is required. The facility has the capability for performing ground
vibration tests and moment of inertia tests on aircraft and aircraft components.

Dryden Flight Research Facility
Ames Research Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California 93523
September 1, 1981
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Figure 7. Acquisition site block diagram.
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Figure 8. Block diagram of data acquisition interface.
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Figure I0. Rate multiplier firing commands produced by various
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Figure 13. Block diagrams of hydraulic and thermal load control
systems.
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I.Pump 8. Lubricationcontrolunit
2. Muffler 9. Reiielvalve
3, Fillerbreather 10. Airshutoffvalve

4. Fillerneck li. Airgauge 2
5. Shutoffvalve 0to 1103kN/m 10to160psi)
0. 4-wayselectorvalve 12. Liquidlevelindicator
7. Pressure9auge_ 13. Checkvalve

0 to34,473kN/mZ (0to5000psi) 14. Filterelement
8

I

r"-'-'_'_ 1 /- tO ir

•
17 1

6

4-I [_- 13 5

Figure 15. Hydraulic schematic for a portable, manual controlled,
air-operated hydraulic loading system,
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Figure I. Air operated hydraulic loading system predsure and
flow capabilities.
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Figure 17. Universal electrohydraulic louding testing ,_lachine.

Figure 18. Temperature cycling ovens.
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Figure 19. PA-30 moment of inertia test.
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Figure20. Radialdrillpress.
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